While I appreciate that ICANN staff did the correct thing eventually, sending me an email earlier this afternoon stating:

"After consulting with the Working Group Co-Chairs, you have been added as an Observer on the two Sub Groups."

there was no good reason not to have added me on **May 19th** when I asked (now making my archives incomplete, etc., for searching). On May 26th, I added the Complaints Office to this thread, and for the record (and for the benefit of those who might be in a similar situation in the future, who shouldn't have to put up with what I've had to endure), I do *not* drop that complaint, and hope that she will investigate and make a report accordingly.

And also for the record, it did not go unnoticed that the first 2 minutes of Tuesday's sub group call had me on the agenda:

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https%3A__icann.zoom.us_rec_play_vp17/fbj9j4s3E9S04wSDUKR-2DW47ueqgshyVlr-5FsPzhrrmASULM1GjZ7UVZ7Z3gtyz4GG0f0bqOFym-2D)OzS&d=DwIaQ&c=FmY1u3Jpl6wrwrl3mSVzgkPS6sJms7xcl4f5cM&f=0HadoWerBOd6z1JTSwDseI0ZFywFofO7JMJEtzbac3o&m=0kIWeO10ohzIWe21aUJjui9-2fmtUqFKP56D687otE&s=92yp1KydNtdWl7ABYjPpjLY-RodM7UhtshXSfFrby&e=

"1. George Kirikos' Comments -- status of Council Leadership/Liaison Guidance"

Really? (that of course got erased quickly)

Sincerely,

George Kirikos

On Tue, May 26, 2020 at 7:48 AM George Kirikos wrote:

> P.S. If I'm intentionally being blocked as an observer from the sub
> groups, please explain. It shouldn't take a week to add me to the sub
> groups, causing my message history to be incomplete and lagged during
> that time, when it only takes staff 5 minutes or less to add me.
> 
> Sincerely,
On Tue, May 26, 2020 at 7:42 AM George Kirikos wrote:
> I noticed that both subgroups were modified yesterday at 6:06 pm by:
> https://community.icann.org/display/RARPMRIAGPWG/Members+and+email+archives+-+RPM+Sub+Group+A
> https://community.icann.org/display/RARPMRIAGPWG/Members+and+email+archives+-+RPM+Sub+Group+B
>
> yet I've still not been added as an observer. Please do so ASAP.
> Sincerely,
> George Kirikos

On Mon, May 25, 2020 at 9:17 AM George Kirikos wrote:
I noticed that the 2 sub group were created:
https://community.icann.org/display/RARPMRIAGPWG/Members+and+email+archives+-+RPM+Sub+Group+A
https://community.icann.org/display/RARPMRIAGPWG/Members+and+email+archives+-+RPM+Sub+Group+B

However, I wasn't added as an observer. Please add me.
Sincerely,
George Kirikos

On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 11:23 AM Julie Hedlund wrote:
Thank you George and noted.
Kind regards,

On 5/19/20, 11:10 AM, "George Kirikos" wrote:
Please add me as an OBSERVER to both sub groups.
Dear WG Members,

As noted in the draft proposed agenda you received for the RPMs PDP WG meeting on 20 May, the Co-Chairs and staff will introduce the Public Comment Review Tool for the comments from 55 contributors we received during the public comment period and review the upcoming Preliminary Work Plan. Per the Preliminary Work Plan the Co-Chairs propose establishing two Sub Groups who will review the public comments, and provide concise summaries for the full WG:

- Sub Group A will review the comments and provide concise summaries for the full WG on the TMCH, Sunrise, TM Claims, and TM-PDDRP recommendations and questions, and
- Sub Group B will review the comments and provide concise summaries for the full WG on the URS recommendations and questions.

It is possible also that the Sub Groups also may be involved in reviewing the comments on the respective URS and TMCH individual proposals for their topics, although this work may be taken up in parallel by the full WG.

The Sub Groups each will meet once a week beginning next week on either Tuesday or Thursday at times determined by each Sub Group. They are expected to meet weekly through at least July. Once the members of the Sub Groups are established we will be seeking volunteers from those members to chair the groups.

The Co-Chairs will provide further direction on how each Sub Group will operate, but they wish to begin the process of the Call for Volunteers immediately so that membership can be established as quickly as possible and the initial meetings can be scheduled for 26 and 28 May.

Please respond to this message at your earliest convenience to indicate if you wish to join and/or chair one or both of the Sub Groups. Further discussion of the Sub Groups is on the agenda for the WG meeting on 20 May, but please feel free to ask any questions you may have prior to the meeting.

Thank you very much for your consideration.
Kind regards,

On behalf of the Co-Chairs
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